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Company At-a-Glance 

Name of Product/Offered eLearning Brothers Asset Library, Lectora, ReviewLink, CenarioVR, 
KnowledgeLink LMS, Off-the-Shelf Courseware and custom 
solutions 

Headquarters American Fork, UT 

Year Founded 2009 

Number of Employees 135 

Revenue $15 million+ 

Geographic Coverage International 

Top Customers PayPal, Coca-Cola, Intel, Northwestern Medical, AT&T and US 
Government 

Solution Name eLearning Brothers Authoring Suites (Lectora Online/Desktop, 
CenarioVR, AssetLibrary, ReviewLink), Rockstar Learning Platform 
(formerly KnowledgeLink LMS), CourseMill, Off-the-Shelf 
Courseware, The Training Arcade®, Arcades™ and custom solutions 

Current Version Lectora 21, Lectora Online 5, RockStar Learning Platform 2.0, 
CourseMill 8.5/9, CenarioVR (not numbered), other products are 
not numbered, The Training Arcade and Arcades 

Year Product Was Originally 
Launched 

1999 (Lectora® — Desktop & Lectora® Online), 2012 (ReviewLink®), 
2002 (KnowledgeLink which transformed into the Rockstar 
Learning Platform in 2020), 2009 (The Asset Library), 2013 (Custom 
Solutions), 2018 (CenarioVR®), 2017 (The Training Arcade®), 2020 
(Arcades™), 2013 (CourseMill®) 

Website www.elearningbrothers.com 
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eLearning Brothers Solution Overview and Value Proposition 

eLearning Brothers is a leader in learning technology solutions that enable organizations to 
conquer performance and development challenges. The company offers a one-stop-shop for 
learning development and delivery, ranging from strategic consulting and custom learning 
development to content libraries and development tools, all paired with user-friendly platforms 
for delivering and tracking learning. 

eLearning Brothers can address nearly any L&D performance need with its five categories of 
products and services. Most products directly integrate with one another (as well as external 
systems) into one powerful ecosystem.  

Learning Platforms  

• The Rockstar Learning Platform supports modern video-based, collaborative learning. 
Content libraries, including one created by eLearning Brothers can be directly integrated 
with this learning platform. 

• CourseMill is an LMS designed for simplified, automated learning management. 

Gamification (Game-authoring Tool and Gamification Platform) 

• The Training Arcade, a game-authoring tool, is a collection of customizable pre-built 
game templates. 

• Arcades is gamification platform that empowers training managers to build a virtual 
gamified community that will challenge and motivate their team with solo and team 
games, learning journeys, achievements, leaderboards, tangible prizes and robust 
analytics. 

• Custom games can also be created (another branch of custom). 

Virtual Reality 

• CenarioVR is a VR authoring tool and publishing platform 
• eLearning Brothers also creates immersive learning custom content. 

Course Authoring 

• Lectora is an eLearning authoring tool with a desktop (Lectora Desktop) and cloud-based 
version (Lectora Online). 
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• ReviewLink is a collaborative course review tool that manages SME feedback. While it 
was once sold separately, it can now only be purchased with Lectora (directly integrates 
with Lectora and Lectora Online). 

• The Asset Library is a collection of course templates (PowerPoint, Captivate, Lectora and 
Storyline) and multimedia assets (audio, video, icons and photos). 

Custom Solutions 

eLearning Brothers’ custom development team uses innovative design techniques to develop 
eLearning, instructor-led training, AR/VR simulations, games, job aids, videos and almost any type 
of training for any industry.  

eLearning Brothers also offers a Strategic Learning Blueprint consulting service, which is a three-
phase program. This formal process assesses clients’ existing training and entails architecting and 
activating a custom, modern learning strategy. 

Learning Management Solutions 

eLearning Brothers sells two web-based Learning Management Systems, each serving different 
types of clients for different purposes. The Rockstar Learning Platform offers typical LMS 
functionality with additional experiential, LXP features, including peer-based/social learning and 
advanced video-based functionality. 

The Rockstar Learning Platform also plugs into courseware libraries, one created by eLearning 
Brothers, the others through external partners (BizLibrary, OpenSesame and Traliant). Another 
unique differentiator is that the Rockstar Learning Platform directly integrates with a modern 
video-based coaching tool (Rehearsal), which can be used with a live mentor/manager or AI-
based technology to help learners improve performance.  

While the Rockstar Learning Platform is a relatively new product, CourseMill is a traditional LMS 
that has been around since 2003. CourseMill offers traditional LMS functionality such as 
automated enrollment, certification management and robust reporting. Clients seeking a robust 
but simpler solution tend to gravitate toward CourseMill,  especially Lectora users since the two 
tools directly integrate with one another. CourseMill is also GDPR-compliant with a robust API. 
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Rockstar Learning Platform 

The Rockstar Learning Platform is a cutting-edge solution that has accelerated and revolutionized 
how knowledge reaches learners. It is uniquely designed to fit modern learner behavior and drive 
ROI by streamlining the instructional design and content delivery process and reducing L&D 
resources.  

Like other LMSs with experiential features, the Rockstar Learning Platform is a web-based, 
subscription model that works on any major web browser. However, unlike an ordinary learning 
platform, this platform’s ability to quickly curate, share and monetize video sets it apart from 
other LMS/LXPs.  

With the evolution of social media and consumers’ growing dependence on mobile devices, 
learners no longer require formalized learning content. With the Rockstar Learning Platform, 
clients can output more content in less time with fewer resources and deliver it in more effective 
formats. On-demand access to knowledge and personalization have become far more important 
to learners, and the Rockstar Learning Platform leverages this trend.  

While the Rockstar Learning Platform can still support the traditional ID process of interviewing 
SMEs, rounds of revisions and the creation of formal content, organizations have more efficient 
options for achieving an outcome with this flexible tool. With this platform, in-house (or external) 
experts have the option to share and deliver content on the fly, on-demand and in modern 
formats in a few clicks. From recording how-to videos on mobile devices out in the field to 
delivering content to learners with automatically generated multi-lingual closed captions, the 
process of sourcing information from SMEs and getting it to learners in real-time reduces the 
time and cost of L&D. Plus, other integrated tools such as built-in course libraries and a video 
coaching tool are helping organizations exceed goals and drive ROI with the Rockstar Learning 
Platform. 

Clients may configure their own Rockstar Learning Platform environment or the eLearning 
Brothers professional services team can transfer existing content and execute additional 
configurations for an additional charge. 

Off-the-shelf course collections from OpenSesame, Traliant, BizLibrary and eLearning Brothers 
can be purchased as standalone products or as integrated libraries within the Rockstar Learning 
Platform 
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CourseMill 

CourseMill is an affordable, cloud-based LMS that helps organizations deliver, manage, automate 
and track their entire L&D operations across its workforce. Used by some of the world’s largest 
enterprises, it reliably automates training enrollment, manages compliance and monitors L&D 
data from thousands of learners across the globe. With an average customer load of 15,000-
20,000 end-users, it can support up to 100,000 users on a single instance and support a broad 
scope of industries. CourseMill also complies with WCAG and Section 508 guidelines, while most 
LMSs are not compliant.  

Known for its scalability, CourseMill centralizes assets and data as they are logged and reported 
back to the LMS such as physical certification/proof of skills, graded options, self-paced eLearning, 
responsive mobile learning, ILT, automatic enrollment (onboarding) and revised compliance 
training. With CourseMill, the entire learning process can be automated including learner 
registration, enrollment, tracking, reporting, communication, certification and more. Learning 
content can also be automatically targeted to different predefined user populations, such as 
different departments and or geographic locations. Top features include: 

• Customizable UI — A learner dashboard summarizes their activity including course 
progress, calendar events and due dates. Learners can access their courses, calendar, 
email and other components or widgets, all of which can be personalized. Admins can 
also customize branding and disable any of the widgets from the learner’s interface. 

• User Management — Admins can manage groups of learners by setting up specific 
organizations, which could be divisions, departments or other defined user groups. 
Organizations can also be set up with subsets or sub-organizations, which are often 
created for the specific purpose of automatic course enrollment. For each organization 
or sub-organization of users, administrators also set different types of user roles which 
include administrators, instructors and reporters. For example, reporters may have 
report-viewing access only whereas instructors may only have access to view courses 
and users. Or, in some cases, instructors may be set up as reporters as well to gain 
access to learners’ performance data. 

• Customizable User Types — Admins can be assigned to specific organizations and they 
can also customize users and user roles by granting permissions to upload, revise and 
delete course materials. Other permissions include the ability to enroll end-users and or 
modify user enrollment settings. Other user characteristics that can also be adjusted 
include WCAG assistance, language preferences and the ability to receive user progress 
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reports. Once the settings for organizations and user types are in place, administrators 
can efficiently activate various automated learning processes. 

• Automated and Self-Enrollment with Notifications — Blended learning can also show 
up on the learner’s calendar and it can be set up to automatically deploy email 
notifications. Students can also view and download their transcripts and certificates 
along with any scores if enabled by their administrator. Administrators can also supply 
learning materials (PDFs, videos, documentation) under the “Resources” section to 
support learners throughout training. Plus, at the bottom of the menu on the left-hand 
side, administrators can also create and add up to 10 custom links for the learner.  

• Reporting — Micro/macro-level data, such as learning KPIs are reflected with 57 pre-
built reports. Admins can create customized templates for export to Tableau or another 
BI platform. Reports can be highly customized with brand logos and scheduled to run at 
specific times and frequency intervals. Advanced reports can also be set to generate 
automatically and deploy to specific individuals and or servers(s). Export formats can 
also be adjusted and manipulated as needed. 

• User Imports — CourseMill supports batch imports of user data or integrations with 
Active Directory, SSO, LDAP and other systems commonly used by larger enterprises. 
User groups can also be uploaded by exporting spreadsheets from HR systems and then 
formatting it for import into CourseMill. A task can also be set up to automatically 
schedule users imports on a regular basis. 

• Course Tracking and Transcripts — Administrators can also modify a user’s course data 
(such as completion status and score) within the “Gradebook” module. Or, they can 
review a user’s transcript which summarizes the user’s learning data. 

• Course and Curriculum Management — Fields can be populated and modified such as 
enrollment settings, course hours, due dates and course expiration dates. When adding 
a course, enrollment settings can be automated for specific user groups and imports by 
selecting “Allow Auto-Enrollment for Matching SubOrgs.” Or, after a course is created, it 
can be automatically assigned to designated groups by selecting the “Assign Course” 
button. 

• Annual Certification — “Re-enrollment” can be activated after a designated number of 
days. If courses have required prerequisite courses, these parameters can easily be set 
up. 

• Enrollment Notifications and Certificates — Once a learner is enrolled in a course, 
notifications can be set to deploy if configured by the administrator. Then, once a 
course is completed, the user can be notified with a personalized certificate attached to 
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the email notification. Course notifications and certificates can also be personalized with 
the course name, username and other fields by configuring tags to populate fields 
within the certification document. 

• Scheduling Sessions — Courses and curricula share many of the same customization 
options, but “sessions,” which are components of courses, are configured differently. 
Multiple sessions can be a part of the same course (occurring simultaneously) and 
session details can include scheduling information, such as location and enrollment 
limits. Sessions can also be configured with a finite time frame to limit the length of the 
enrollment period.  

• A Flexible Ecosystem — CourseMill has a custom API that will work well with HRIs, 
payroll systems, ERPs and systems such as SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle, Netsuite Workday 
and Salesforce. 

Gamification 

The Game Agency 

The Game Agency (TGA), a division of eLearning Brothers, has been creating game-based learning 
solutions since 2007 for corporate training and K-College education. TGA specializes in 
microtraining games and deep immersive simulations, designed to reinforce educational content, 
assess learner comprehension, increase knowledge retention and drive success. 

In addition to custom games, TGA has built a game-authoring tool called The Training Arcade® 
which includes 10 customizable pre-built game templates, including Jeopardy!, Wheel of Fortune, 
Trivia, Jump, Match, Scenarios, Detective, Sort-It, Scramble and Recall. 

Arcades™ 

Arcades by The Training Arcade is a customizable destination that promotes friendly competition 
among teams. The platform offers points, badges, leaderboards and prizes, all of which are 
designed for easy deployment and provide extensive data and analytics. 

CenarioVR 

This user-friendly, cloud-based VR authoring tool lets organizations create, share and track 
courses in a matter of minutes. Introduced in 2018, CenarioVR quickly gained traction due to its 
simplicity and affordability.  

CenarioVR can also execute advanced learning strategies, such as adaptive learning with 
conditional actions. It is backed by a full LRS, full reporting suite and offers a powerful publishing 
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platform with advanced reporting and analytics. It also has a mobile app for Android, iOS and 
some popular headsets. 

Immersive content created with this tool can be as simple as panoramic images that learners 
navigate with their fingers on a mobile device, to a more immersive experience with a high-end 
headset, 3D objects and directional audio, where learners hear sound in front or in back of them 
as if they were really in the scene.  

CVR courses can be viewed anywhere from the web, mobile devices, authoring apps, learning 
management systems and nearly any VR headset through HTML publishing. Furthermore, CVR’s 
built-in LRS and xAPI data tracking features and analytics dashboard show performance in real-
time. The published content is natively xAPI, so when it is hosted on CenarioVR, all interactions 
are recorded and reported with built-in analytics dashboards. This data can be isolated for 
individual users/scenarios or downloaded as CSV for further mining in spreadsheets. 

Other newly released features include: 

• Drag, drop and/or spin 3D objects 
• Create any path of movement for any object type — including animation of 3D objects 

(plus the ability to have it appear only when moving in and out of the scene) 
• Attach documents and launch them in a separate window 
• Directly link a scenario to web pages that open in a new browser tab 

Lectora (Online, Desktop and ReviewLink) 

Lectora is a powerful eLearning authoring tool designed to conquer any training challenge. Any 
video-based, scenario-based or responsive learning need comes to life in Lectora. It’s as simple 
or as advanced as needed. 

Launched in 1999, Lectora empowers developers to quickly create WCAG/508-compliant and 
interactive eLearning courses that achieve extraordinary results. Offered in seven languages and 
used by thousands of large enterprises globally, Lectora is the leader of accessible eLearning 
development. It is also trusted by the U.S. government, including all five branches of the military.  

Lectora has two different versions: Lectora Online (cloud-based authoring) and Lectora Desktop. 
Lectora is easily scalable for any company size and both the desktop and online versions include 
ReviewLink, a collaborative, mobile course review tool that is directly integrated. While once sold 
as a separate standalone product, it can only be purchased with Lectora Online and or Lectora 
Desktop (with an authoring suite). 
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Other directly integrated tools with Lectora include BranchTrack, the eLearning Brothers Asset 
Library, an A/V screen recorder and editor, CenarioVR and The Training Arcade. 

Authors can also export, translate (easy XLIFF support) and integrate the text in the title for 
different languages and customize content based on specific accessibility requirements. From 
simple eLearning to formative assessments and randomized testing, Lectora gives organizations 
every tool needed to achieve the best possible outcome. They can easily import and export 
question files and create question banks and answer keys. Everything needed to train and 
evaluate learners can be achieved with Lectora. Lectora can also supply data for SCORM, xAPI, 
HTML5, AICC, cmi5 or any PENS-enabled LMS (direct integrations with Healthstream, 
Cornerstone, Docebo, CourseMill and the Rockstar Learning Platform). 

Lectora offers a “Use Web Accessibility Settings” option that developers can turn on at any time 
while developing a course. It will automatically include WCAG-friendly labels, predictable focus, 
aria-described prompts, correct tabbing order and keyboard shortcuts. When selecting this 
option, Lectora will automatically enable certain features in the application that will assist with 
meeting Section 508 standards and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0. Life-like 
narration with a native, authentic voice for multiple languages with adjustable volume, pitch, 
speed and pronunciation can also be added along with a new keyboard focus option for improved 
navigation, accessible light-box pop-ups, and auto-generated closed captions can be used to 
enhance the experience for all learners.  

• Collaborative Authoring with Built-in Versioning (Online only) — Courses can be 
shared with other team members within the organization, allowing for real-time 
collaboration globally. Lectora also offers built-in versioning, which ensures authors 
never lose their work.  

• A/V Screen Recorder and Editor — With these built-in multimedia editing tools, 
designers can then liven up their videos with transitions, texts, images and animations; 
edit audio tracks in a few clicks including narration, sounds and music; and upload them 
directly to a course. 

The Asset Library 

eLearning Brothers is well-known for its Asset Library — arguably the most well-rounded and 
expansive collection of eLearning assets on the market. This subscription-based SaaS product 
includes everything from templates to “Cut-Out Characters” (stock models) to icons and 
collections of multimedia assets. Many of the assets are directly integrated into Lectora.  
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• Template Library — Hundreds of course templates are available for popular authoring 
tools including Lectora, Articulate, Captivate and Camtasia. The templates include pre-
built interactions, course starters, xAPI, etc.   

• Cutout People Library — eLearning Brothers has thousands of cutout character poses — 
with a broad scope of emotions and props in each photo. These characters can be 
placed into any background and are perfect for scenarios, visual feedback and learner 
roles. Recent cutout character releases include a more diverse range of ethnicities, ages 
and abilities/disabilities. 

• Stock Asset Library — The stock asset library consists of more than 120 million assets, 
including stock images, graphics, audio and video. It also has advanced search 
functionalities to help find the perfect asset for a project.  

• PowerPoint Library — More than 9,000 editable PowerPoint templates with graphics 
and animated style sets are available with over 50 categories of editable, pre-made 
graphics, some of which include backgrounds, bar charts, layouts, calendars, animated 
graphics and infographics. 

• Icon Library — 89,000+ professionally-designed, editable icons are available in SVG and 
EPS (vector) files.  

Custom Services 

eLearning Brothers has three divisions of custom services that often overlap with one another: 
Custom development; custom games through the Game Agency (creator of The Training Arcade) 
and its newest consulting sector; and the Strategic Learning Blueprint (consulting). 

Custom Development 

The eLearning Brothers award-winning custom development team has been producing deeply 
immersive, visually explosive learning experiences for nearly a decade. These include 
games/simulations/VR, mobile learning, video/animation, VILT/ILT, traditional/blended 
eLearning courses, microlearning, etc. Nearly any type of training can be created to conquer 
business goals such as onboarding, sales enablement, compliance, soft skills, DEI/accessibility, 
compliance, VR/immersive learning, upskilling/reskilling and many others. 

The custom team works closely with clients to analyze its current learning initiatives, content and 
learning tech ecosystems to collectively create competency models, behavior models, establish 
KPIs or simply operate as an extension of the client’s team. This may entail conducting SMEs 
interviews, making recommendations and aligning the strategy content to conquer training goals. 
As instructional design specialists, they combine unique content treatments, scripting, creative 
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layouts and imaginative activities to formulate a learning experience in the way learners’ minds 
naturally learn. In-house specialties also include animation, high-end graphics, narration talent 
and a full range of video services (e.g., live-action, animated and explainer). 

For every custom project, a dedicated project manager will track and report on activities, 
milestones and deliverables at weekly status meetings until all of the contracted work is 
completed. They will account for progress made, identify risks and dependencies to the timeline 
and collaborate with teams to keep project development on time and within budget.  

Custom Games Built by The Game Agency 

The Game Agency (TGA) is a development studio that creates training and educational games to 
complement and improve upon eLearning, instructor-led training, microlearning and K-College 
education. These custom-created games provide emotionally and intellectually stimulating 
experiences for learners to actively engage with the training content. The data tracked enables 
educators to measure the effectiveness of their programs and course content in a targeted and 
timely manner. These motivational experiences span the educational spectrum from custom, 
immersive game simulations to fun microgames that provide critical practice and assessment.   

These custom games have been deployed in more than 100 countries and in 20+ languages. As a 
result, TGA has deep experience with international laws, security and data privacy requirements. 
TGA’s K-College games are available in more than 20,000 schools covering topics such as STEM, 
financial literacy, social skills, anti-Semitism, sustainability and wellness. These enterprise-grade 
software systems are used by tens of millions of customers across the globe. 

TGA’s mission is to provide educators with game-based solutions to help their learners perform 
better, and thereby maximize the ROI of Learning and Development budgets. 
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Screenshots 

Figure 1: Rockstar Learning Platform 

 
Figure 2: Learners Can Be Enrolled in Video Coaching Programs in Rockstar 
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Figure 3: Students Can Self-Enroll in Courses and Request Approval for Enrollment 

 

Figure 4: User Imports Can Be Set Up as a Regularly Scheduled Task in CourseMill 

 
Figure 5: CenarioVR 
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Figure 6: Headsets Are Not Required to Create Immersive Learning in CenarioVR 

 

Figure 7: Conditional Actions Are Easy to Configure in CenarioVR 
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Figure 8: Award-winning Courses Built in CenarioVR Include this Ultrasound Class 

 

Figure 9: ReviewLink™ lets Lectora Developers Host Published Courses and Manage Feedback 

All screenshots provided by eLearning Brothers  
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Analysis by Brandon Hall Group 

Situational Analysis 

Corporations are trying to find better ways to deliver best-in-class content to learners in an 
engaging and modern technological interface. Several factors are driving corporations to improve 
their content sourcing and delivery strategies: 

• Improve Learner Engagement — Organizations struggle with developing and delivering 
learning content that captures the attention of the learner. 

• Create a Stronger Link Between Learning and Performance — Learning in many 
organizations is developed without specific individual and organizational objectives in 
mind. 

• Better Measurement — Learning is not improving in many organizations because the 
ability to measure impact on performance is not in place or is lacking. 

• Content Sourcing — With the speed, depth and breadth of content needs required, 
organizations are significantly challenged to build content that meets these 
requirements. 

• Technology — Learning technology is quickly evolving and organizations are in serious 
need of re-evaluating their learning technology ecosystem to offer a more modernized 
approach to learners. 

Challenges to the Business 

Organizations have had difficulty in leveraging traditional authoring tools and LMS technologies 
to meet these new learner requirements. Learner requirements have evolved quickly and their 
need for content that is relevant, accessible and highly interactive is more important than ever. 
In particular, traditional authoring tools are not designed to fully support all the necessary 
learning modalities in a mobile environment. 

Implications for the Business 

The implications are two-fold. For the learner, the learning experience is compromised because 
the learner cannot access content when they need it the most. For the organization, employees 
are not learning what they need to know. The result is an inferior knowledge transfer that does 
not advance an employee’s competency and skill development. 
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Questions to be Answered by the Business 

Organizations need to rethink their learning content strategy and decide on a system that can 
support the complex needs of the modern learner. 

The key questions for the business are: 

• How can an organization create engaging, impactful learning programs? 

• How can an organization properly choose the right technology in a complex market? 

• Can one technology provider offer everything an organization needs? 

eLearning Brothers as the Answer 

Despite the vast array of off-the-shelf content available, most companies find they need to create 
their own content to some degree. In fact, Brandon Hall Group research finds that 67% of 
companies are using a desktop and/or cloud-based authoring tool to generate their own content. 
eLearning Brothers has been best known for their content asset library, full of all the characters, 
cutouts, icons and more than most companies could ever need to create engaging learning. Their 
library has grown substantially over the years, giving organizations far more to choose from when 
it comes to diversity, equity and inclusivity in their learning programs.  

But thanks to a number of key acquisitions and partnerships, eLearning Brothers is positioned to 
deliver much more across the entire learning technology spectrum. 

To start, the addition of Lectora and CenarioVR gives eLearning Brothers a powerful set of 
authoring tools in which to leverage its famous Asset Library. Lectora has been a mainstay in 
authoring as it is powerful enough for advanced designers, yet simple enough to use that subject 
matter experts with little or no development experience can still create engaging material. Its 
collaborative authoring functionality means multiple authors can work on the same project 
without fear of effort duplication or loss of version control. Anything created in Lectora can be 
published to any format so it will play in any environment. 

CenarioVR takes authoring another step forward, allowing companies to create immersive 
simulations without the need for deep programming expertise or expensive equipment, save for 
perhaps a 3D camera. Previously, companies had to outsource this type of complex content 
creation but CenarioVR makes it easy to accomplish in-house. These VR training programs can 
contain much of the same interactions you would find in a standard program such as assessments, 
animation and more, so authors know the training is not just for show. And everything can be 
tracked and measured through xAPI statements. 
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eLearning Brothers has also partnered with The Game Agency to allow games from The Training 
Arcade to be embedded into learning programs or served straight into the LMS. This adds a 
robust gamification element to a company’s content strategy without the need for a lot of custom 
development. 

In some cases, authoring the content internally isn’t the right answer. For those occasions, 
eLearning Brothers has a custom solutions team that can create just about anything for your 
organization, leveraging their expertise and experience to create programs that may have been 
withering, taking too long internally or suffering from a lacking skill set. Additionally, eLearning 
Brothers has an off-the-shelf library of content covering critical subject areas such as soft skills, 
cybersecurity, remote work, leadership, etc. 

Of course, content needs to be delivered — and eLearning Brothers delivers with its Rockstar 
Learning Platform and CourseMill LMS. As the names suggest, Rockstar is all about the experience, 
providing LXP interface and flexibility along with LMS functionality, while CourseMill provides a 
solid LMS that features tons of automation for streamlined learner and learning management. 
eLearning Brothers’ delivery capabilities have recently been augmented with the acquisition of 
Origin Learning and their Fractal LXP. They have also acquired Rehearsal, giving eLearning 
Brothers a video-based coaching platform. 

eLearning Brothers has every inch of the learning content and technology space covered. Any 
organization that needs to fill in gaps in their content, wants to create a new wave of next-gen 
content or explore the gamut of delivery options, should take a look at eLearning Brothers. They 
are so much more than characters and cutouts.  

- David Wentworth, Principal Analyst, Brandon Hall Group 
- Michael Rochelle, Chief Strategy Officer and Principal HCM Analyst, Brandon Hall Group 
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About Brandon Hall Group 
With more than 10,000 clients globally and 28 years of delivering world-class research and 
advisory services, Brandon Hall Group is focused on developing research that drives 
performance in emerging and large organizations, and provides strategic insights for 
executives and practitioners responsible for growth and business results. 
 

Some ways we can help… 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
recognizes world-class HCM programs that transform their organization and achieve 
breakthrough results. This designation is the next step beyond the HCM Excellence 
Awards, which focus on a single program, and looks at the department as a whole. 

SMARTCHOICE® PREFERRED PROVIDER PROGRAM 
uniquely places HCM service and technology companies at the top of organizations’ 
consideration list of vendors. It adds an unmatched level of credibility based on 
BHG’s quarter of a century’s experience in evaluating and selecting the best solution 
providers for leading organizations around the world. 

HCMA PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 
are comprehensive educational programs that center around a multiphase 
knowledge test. 
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executives and practitioners responsible for growth and business results. 
 

Some ways we can help… 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
recognizes world-class HCM programs that transform their organization and achieve 
breakthrough results. This designation is the next step beyond the HCM Excellence 
Awards, which focus on a single program, and looks at the department as a whole. 

SMARTCHOICE® PREFERRED PROVIDER PROGRAM 
uniquely places HCM service and technology companies at the top of organizations’ 
consideration list of vendors. It adds an unmatched level of credibility based on 
BHG’s quarter of a century’s experience in evaluating and selecting the best solution 
providers for leading organizations around the world. 

HCMA PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 
are comprehensive educational programs that center around a multiphase 
knowledge test. 

 


